1. For example, in 1859 use of the Latin alphabet was forbidden, and, fol lowing the nationalist uprising of 1863, a total ban was placed on the written use of the Belarusian language that was not lifted until 1889.
In this article, apart from the Cyrillic quotations, which maintain the spelling in their sources, the secondary (Latin) Belarusian orthography has been used. This alphabet, formalized and standardized by Jazep Losik in 1943, is generally preferred to transliterated Cyrillic by Western writers about Belarus, in that it gives a far more precise idea of the phonetic structure of Belarusian.
2. Belarus's national poet Janka Kupala gave this name to his fourth and last play in 1922.
3. The 1996 friendship and co-operation pact signed between Presidents El'tsin and lUkašenka, though seen by nationally-minded democrats in Belarus and abroad as a blatant return to russification, appears to have majority support in the country.
4. A populist quasi-literary warning against emigration to Siberia is to be found in ethnographer Maryja Kosic's didactic verse homily, Na pierasialennie. Raskaz ciotki Downy z Palessia (Chernigiv: n.p., 1903) . Similar in tone is the prose tract of liberal ethnographer and philosopher Aleksandr Jelski, Vybirajmasia ü procki! Skarej u Tomsk!! (Peterburg: n.p., 1896).
The American emigration forms the subject of a verse of the highest pathos by one of Belarus's most gifted poets: Maksim Bahdanovic, "Emihrackaja piesnia" (1914). many individual victims of the purges)5; and thirdly, what might be called circumstantial emigration, most notably at the end of World War Ii. None the less, in the late 1980s there has been somewhat of a small industry in Miensk [Minsk] devoted to publishing the work of writers and other emigres under such suggestive and emotive titles as �' uha pa radzirs;ie (Longing for the fatherland)? As with Russia, for example, emigres writers are now being welcomed back to Belarus via their works and, in some cases, persons, although, also as in Russia, the welcome is at times mixed with hostility, andin the case of russified Belarus -suspicion. The Belarusians in Poland (atmost all in the ethnically Belarusian Biatystok region) are an interesting separate case; in creative terms they are 'led' by the gifted prose miniaturist and essayist Sakrat Janovic and the scholar and poet Aleksandr Barsceuski (Ale § Barski). Unlike the emigres, they have always had access to Belarus itself, and have helped to provide a small window to the outside world in difficult Soviet times.
In our century there has been only a relatively small number of significant Belarusians in emigration. They include the following: Vincuk Advazny (Jazep Hiermanovie, 1890 -1978 , Ales Zmahar (Jacevid, b. 1903), Ryhor Krusyna (Kazak, 1907 (Kazak, -1979 , Utadzimier Dudzicki (Hu6ka, b. 1911), Janka Zotak (Anton Danitovi�, b. 1912 ), Piotra Sy6 (1912 -1964 , Utadzimier Kiisevic (1914 Kiisevic ( -1978 , Michas Kavyl (b. 1915 ), Janka Juchnaviec (b. 1921 , Ales Safaviej (Alfred Radziuk, 1922 Radziuk, -1978 , and Siarhiej Jasien (Janka Zaprudnik, b. 1926) . The three most prominent, however, and those with whom this article is mainly concerned, are: tarysa Hienijus, ; Natalia Arsiennieva (b. 1903) and Masiej Siadniou (b. 1915) . A brief survey of their lives and the circumstances of their emigration will be followed by a consideration of these poets' position with regard to such topics as language, nostalgia for Belarus, 6. In the Soviet era many direct and indirect attempts were made to discredit this group by wholesale accusations of collaboration with the Nazis. A particularly unsavoury event was the publication of John Loftus's The Belarus Secret (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982) : see J. Dingley, "Little Truth and No Understanding", Journal of Byelorussian Studies, 5, nos. 3-4 (1984), 58-64. 7 . Subtitled "Paezija betaruskaj emihracyi", the book was compiled by Barys SaJanka (Miensk: Mastackaja litaratura, 1992). By contrast, the main anthology of emigre, writing published outside Belarus was given a far less tendentious title: see St. Stankievid, ed., La 6ulych bierahou" (munched: Baéka�š�yna, 1955).
